
My First 150 Kabyle Words:

Have you ever wondered about learning a new language and immersing yourself
in a different culture? If so, let me introduce you to the fascinating world of
Kabyle, one of the Berber languages spoken in North Africa. In this article, we will
explore the first 150 Kabyle words that will open your eyes to a vibrant world of
expression and communication.
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Why Learn Kabyle?

Kabyle is not only the most widely spoken Berber language but also a gateway to
understanding the rich history and culture of the Kabyles, an ethnic group
indigenous to Algeria. By embracing their language, you gain profound insights
into their way of life, their traditions, and their unique perspective on the world
around us.
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The Basic Vocabulary

Let's dive into the core of the Kabyle language with these fundamental 150
words. These words will enable you to express yourself in various situations,
build connections with the locals, and navigate through their society with ease.

1. Greeting and Basic Expressions

Hello - Azul

Goodbye - Adios

Thank you - Tanemmirt
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Please - Ruh

Yes - Eey

No - Alu

Excuse me - Ssir

2. Numbers and Numerals

One - Yal

Two - Sin

Three - Kṛeṛ

Four - Ccet

Five - Semmus

Ten - Meqqerṛa

Twenty - Uxxam

Hundred - Mmiḍ

3. Family

Mother - Tamurt

Father - Aɣerrab

Sister - Tasa

Brother - Mraw

Uncle - Ɛemmi

Aunt - Tlaṛza



Expanding Your Vocabulary

Now that you are familiar with the basic Kabyle words, it is time to further explore
the language and enrich your vocabulary. To truly embrace the Kabyle culture
and engage in meaningful conversations with its native speakers, learning these
additional words is essential:

4. Food and Drinks

Bread - Aɣrvu

Water - Aman

Coffee - Aqejjig

Tea - Atay

Milk - Ashel

Chicken - Ayazizt

Vegetables - Aḥrax

5. Emotions

Happiness - Nnifa

Sadness - Akked

Love - Amɣar

Fear - Anebdu

Anger - Ttermiḥt

Surprise - Taweḍḍit

Putting It All Together



By now, you have learned both the basic and extended vocabulary of Kabyle.
Congratulations! It's time to put your knowledge into practice. Immerse yourself in
the Kabyle culture, engage with local communities, and have authentic
conversations with native speakers. It is through these immersive experiences
that your language skills will truly blossom.

Learning a new language is not merely about acquiring words; it's about
understanding a new way of thinking and connecting with others on a deeper
level. By learning the first 150 Kabyle words, you not only gain a valuable skill but
also open doors to a fascinating world of culture, history, and vibrant
communication. So, embrace the challenge and explore the beauty of Kabyle
language and culture!
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Have you ever wondered how to teach Kabyle to children in a fun
way ?
Use My First 150 Kabyle Words book !
This book of 150 beautifully illustrated words, written in Kabyle, English and
Tifinagh, was born from a desire pass on my ancestral Berber language to my
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children and frustration of noting the lack of resources to do so.
Having worked as a teacher for several years, I have been immersed in the world
of children's literature. This has allowed me to understand the importance of
providing children with learning tools that are best suited to their stage of
development.

The imagery used in this book is a tool that will allow young children to discover
Kabyle in a fun and exciting way through association between words and images.
The themes covered in this book include: animals, family, home, body parts, food,
clothing, numbers, colors and other words of everyday life. Being of Kabyle origin,
I have always considered my native tongue as the hallmark of our culture that
ensures our history and identity remain alive. As a pillar of our civilization, we
must keep the Kabyle language alive by making sure it lives on through our
children.

The picture book is one of the tools that accompany young children in the
discovery of a language in a fun way by associating words and images, children
will become familiar with the first words related to different themes: animals,
family, house, body parts, food, clothing, numbers, colors and other words of
everyday life.

Why a book in Kabyle?
Being of Kabyle origin, I have always considered my mother tongue as a border
(Taqbaylit am talast) that protects our culture, our identity, our history. It is one of
the pillars of our civilization. We must defend it by transmitting to our children this
ancestral language which forms our heritage.
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